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O R G A N I C
G R O W T H

O R G A N I C
D E V E L O P M E N T

OVERVIEW
Welcome to SOLMOON
At $SMOON, we're on a mission to democratize access
and simplify user interactions with blockchain
technology. Our goal is to make Solana more accessible
and user-friendly for individuals of all experience levels.
With innovative crypto bots, intuitive interfaces,
educational resources, and advanced tools, we aim to
empower users with the knowledge and resources they
need to navigate and leverage Solana's limitless
potential. We value Solana's high throughput and cost-
effectiveness, and our community-centric philosophy
ensures that $SMOON continues to evolve in
accordance with user needs. Join us on this
transformative journey and help us bring the benefits of
Solana to a wider audience, making blockchain
accessible to everyone.

Purpose
Revolutionize Your Blockchain Experience with $SMOON
Join the $SMOON project, a cutting-edge initiative that
aims to redefine the Solana experience. Our goal is to
make it easy for users to interact with Solana's
blockchain by simplifying its complexities and breaking
down barriers. We are committed to innovation and
empowering users, and our suite of crypto bots, intuitive
interfaces, and educational tools are designed to do just
that. Join us as we pave the way for a new era in
blockchain accessibility, making Solana's advanced
capabilities accessible to everyone.



OUR
BOTS
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Hunter Bot

Overview
Introducing Our Solana Blockchain Hunter Bot – The Ultimate
Tool for Finding New Tokens on Solana. Our state-of-the-art
bot scours various dexes on the Solana blockchain to locate
the newest tokens. It fetches live pairs from Dextools, then
delivers the information straight to you through your TG
channel. The notifications include essential tokenomics, token
address, owner wallet address (V2), and Owner Info (V2). In
our next version, we'll even include whether the owner has a
good or bad wallet. 

How It Works
Our bot utilizes the Dextool API to collect the latest token
name from the most recent block on the Solana chain. It then
fetches the token's information and utilizes the Solscan Pro API
to obtain the owner's information.

Alpha Signal Bot

Overview:
SMoon Alpha Bot is an innovative tool that is exclusively
designed to cater to the needs of the Solana blockchain
ecosystem. The primary goal of this tool is to seek out and
highlight high-potential and profitable projects on the Solana
blockchain, also known as "Alpha Projects." With integrated
Telegram channels, it offers timely and valuable insights to its
subscribers.

How it Works:
SMoon Alpha Bot uses advanced algorithms to scan the
Solana blockchain continually. It identifies and brings to the
forefront newly launched tokens and projects that show
strong growth prospects. It filters projects based on specific 



criteria that qualify them as "Alpha" projects. To determine
potential profitability, the tool analyzes market data and
token performance, taking into account liquidity, trading
volume, and overall market sentiment. For instant
notifications, the tool delivers real-time alerts to the Telegram
channel whenever an Alpha project is detected. It provides
essential details like project background, market data, and
other relevant information to help users make informed
decisions.

Trading Bot

Overview
The SMoon Trading Bot is a sophisticated trading assistant
designed for users within the Solana blockchain. It offers a
comprehensive set of tools and functionalities to elevate the
trading experience, catering to both beginners and seasoned
traders. 

Here's How It Works:
The bot supports multiple automated trading strategies,
including scalping, swing trading, and arbitrage. It also
allows for customization to suit individual risk tolerance
and investment objectives.
With high-end market analysis tools, the bot provides
accurate forecasting and trend identification, delivering
insights into market dynamics and aiding traders in
making timely and effective decisions.
The bot also features extensive portfolio management
capabilities, including performance tracking, risk
management, and asset distribution optimization.
Robust security protocols are implemented to safeguard
user assets and data, ensuring high operational reliability
in the volatile cryptocurrency market.
In addition, the bot provides access to a network of
traders for strategy sharing and tips, as well as strong
customer support for both technical and trading inquiries.
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TOKENOMICS
Contract Address:

AphS2kReZsxCHjUtsuwrBwwJDptCAAQWDmoQFgrd6pkD

Number of Tokens

SUPPLY
1,000,000,000 (1B)

Token Breakdown
10% - Liquidity Pool
33% - Presale
7% - Development
10% - CEX
10% - Team
10% - Partnerships
20% - Burn

PRESALE
33%

BURN
20%

LIQUIDITY
10%

CEX
10%

TEAM
10%

PARTNERSHIPS
10%

DEVELOPMENT
7%

BUY TAX 0% SELL TAX 0%



ROADMAP

Strategic Approach
Our vision for SMoon Coin involves introducing novel utilities that are currently
under development. While these features are still being kept under wraps, we are
putting in great effort to ensure that they will meet the evolving needs of our
community and the wider digital economy.

Areas of Expansion
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The Future of SOLMOON
As the SMoon coin project progresses and adapts to the ever-changing
landscape of the Solana blockchain, we are determined not only to improve its
existing capabilities but also to introduce new utilities. Despite the mystery
surrounding these upcoming features, they are intended to significantly enhance
the value and functionality of SMoon coin, ensuring it remains a dynamic and
innovative cryptocurrency asset.

Integration with
Emerging Technologies

Cross-Platform
Functionality

Enhanced Transactional
Use-Cases

Governance and
Decentralized Decison

Making

Collaborations and
Partnerships

Sustainability and Social
Impact Initiatives

Integration with Emerging Technologies
Exploring cutting-edge technologies like NFTs, DeFi protocols, and more for
potential integrations. 
Ensuring SMoon coin stays at the forefront of technological advancements.

Cross-Platform Functionality
Developing capabilities for SMoon coin to interact seamlessly with various
platforms and ecosystems.
Aiming to create a more interconnected and versatile token.



Revenue Sharing Model
Our revenue-sharing model is designed to directly reward SMoon coin holders
with a share of the profits generated by our various bots within the ecosystem.
This approach not only incentivizes holding the SMoon coin but also aligns the
interests of the holders with the success of our bots.

SMoon coin is working on enhancing its utilities with a focus on innovation,
community engagement, and staying ahead in the world of cryptocurrency.
These developments aim at bolstering the significance and appeal of SMoon
coin and ensuring its growth and adaptation in the digital landscape. The
company plans to implement a revenue-sharing model and a dynamic
marketing strategy to increase the coin's value and adoption. The company
promises to provide regular updates, teasers, and sneak peeks to keep the
community engaged and excited about the upcoming utilities.

Enhanced Transactional Use-Cases
Expanding the use-cases of SMoon coin in everyday transactions and digital
commerce.
Working towards making SMoon coin a more widely accepted medium of
exchange. 

Governance and Decentralized Decision Making
Potential implementation of governance features, giving SMoon coin holders
a voice in the project's direction.
Fostering a truly decentralized and community-driven project.

Collaborations and Partnerships
Seeking strategic partnerships that can unlock new utilities and use-cases for
SMoon coin. 
Collaborating with innovators and leaders in various sectors.

Sustainability and Social Impact Initiatives
Considering initiatives that align with sustainability goals and social impact,
adding a layer of ethical investment to SMoon coin.

Profit Distribution
from Bot Operations

Transparent and
Fair Distribution

Regular 
Payouts

Legal Compliance
and Security
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Profit Distribution from Bot Operations
A significant portion of the profits generated by the SMoon Alpha Bot and
SMoon Trading Bot will be set aside for distribution among SMoon coin
holders.
This approach transforms our bot's success into a direct financial benefit for
our community.

Transparent and Fair Distribution
Implement a transparent distribution mechanism, ensuring fairness and
clarity in how profits are shared.
Distribution will be proportionate to the number of SMoon coins held,
encouraging longterm investment in the coin.

Regular Payouts
Schedule regular intervals for profit distribution, providing consistent and
predictable returns for our community.
Employ the Solana blockchain's capabilities for efficient and secure
distribution of funds. 

Legal Compliance and Security
Adhere to all regulatory requirements to ensure the legitimacy and
sustainability of the revenue-sharing model.
Prioritize security in the distribution process to protect the interests of SMoon
coin holders. 

To increase the value and presence of SMoon coin in the market, a multifaceted
marketing strategy will be implemented. This strategy is designed to achieve
three goals: increase awareness, attract new investors, and drive up the coin's
value.

Tactics
Community Building and Engagement

Strengthen the existing community through regular updates, AMAs, and
interactive sessions. 
Foster a sense of ownership and involvement among SMoon coin holders.

Social Media and Influencer Partnerships
Leverage social media platforms to reach a broader audience.
Collaborate with key influencers and thought leaders in the
cryptocurrency space to gain visibility and credibility.

Educational Content and Thought Leadership
Produce high-quality, informative content that highlights the unique
aspects of SMoon coin and our ecosystem.
Position ourselves as thought leaders through blogs, webinars, and
participation in industry events. 
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Strategic Partnerships
Strengthen the existing community through regular updates, AMAs, and
interactive sessions. 
Foster a sense of ownership and involvement among SMoon coin holders.

Social Media and Influencer Partnerships
Form alliances with other projects and platforms within the Solana
ecosystem and beyond. 
These partnerships can drive mutual growth and expose SMoon coin to
diverse communities. 

Token Utility Expansion
Produce high-quality, informative content that highlights the unique
aspects of SMoon coin and our ecosystem.
Position ourselves as thought leaders through blogs, webinars, and
participation in industry events. 

Targeted Advertising Campaigns
Run targeted advertising campaigns on crypto-centric platforms and
beyond. 
Utilize analytics and market research to tailor campaigns for maximum
impact.
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Conclusion
The future of SMoon coin is geared towards creating tangible value for its holders
through a unique revenue-sharing model and a robust marketing strategy. These
efforts are expected to not only reward current investors but also attract new
participants, fostering a growing and vibrant community around SMoon coin. As
we progress, our commitment to innovation, community, and transparency
remains the cornerstone of our endeavors, positioning SMoon coin as a
significant player in the cryptocurrency market.
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JOIN OUR
COMMUNITY

Telegram

Website

Join SolMoon's crypto community to connect with enthusiasts and experts in
decentralized finance. Participate in discussions, stay updated on developments, and
build relationships for a more enriched crypto experience.
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The information shared in this white paper is not all-encompassing or
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit
effect any elements of a contractual relationship. The primary purpose of
this white paper is to provide potential token holders with pertinent
information in order for them to thoroughly analyze the project and make an
informed decision.

Prior to your participation in the purchase of SOLMOON tokens, we strongly
advocate a careful study of this white paper all the documents associated with
the same, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the same. You
may even engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with
investment analysis.

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES have been made to the recipient of this
white paper or its advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information,
statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in, or
derived from this white paper or any omission from this document or of any other
written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any
interested party or their advisors.

DISCLAIMER

$SMOON$SMOON$SMOON


